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European cooperation workshop “How to Establish a UN 

Youth Delegate Programme” 

 

 

– Distance-Learning Course – 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Learning Objective: The fifth research task builds on the first research task, but goes into more 

detail. You will learn more about NGO accreditation and status at the UN, about UN bodies 

relevant for UN Youth Delegates (GA 3rd, CSocD and CSustD), about negotiation processes and 

how UN Youth Delegates cooperate with NGOs at UN meetings. 

Research Task 5: The work of UN Youth 

Delegates in New York 
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Delegates and NGO representatives 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The UN is primarily an organization of states, i.e. governments. In addition, there is a 

system in place whereby NGOs from across the globe can participate in UN meetings – 

however, only a limited number of meetings and with limited rights (details will 

follow). Terminology-wise at UN meetings government people (diplomats) are called 

delegates whereas NGO people are called representatives.  

At home, UN Youth Delegates are part of civil society, i.e. the NGO sector of their 

country. However, once they are in New York they are not NGO representatives, they 

are formally members of their governmental delegation. This gives them huge 

advantages compared to NGO representatives. To name a couple: 

- Delegates can sponsor a resolution, NGOs cannot. 

- Delegates can sponsor amendments of resolutions, NGOs cannot. 

- Delegates can vote on resolutions, NGOs cannot. 

- YDs have access to areas restricted only to delegates within the UN building 

such as the “delegates lounge”. 

- YDs can participate in the General Assembly and its main committees, NGOs 

can only participate in ECOSOC and its subsidiary bodies (such as the functional 

commissions). 

- YDs can participate in regional coordination meetings and informal 

consultations (where negotiations between governments take place), NGOs 

cannot.  

- YDs have direct access to diplomats through their permanent mission. 

Research Task 5 is based on the Guide for Youth NGOs at UN Meetings, written by 

Dania Röpke (UNYA Germany, WFUNA-Youth) and published by the European Youth 

Forum. While the guide has become extremely useful to UN Youth Delegates, it was 

primarily written for youth NGOs (youth organizations) participating at UN meetings. 

Please do not be confused by the fact that the guide addresses “NGOs” – most of the 

information provided is equally important for you.  
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NGO accreditation and status at the UN 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to answer the following question, please download the Guide for Youth NGOs at UN meetings 

(download at http://startingunydprograms.wordpress.com/resources). 

 

ECOSOC accreditation – please read p. 18 

QUESTION 1: Please list the three categories of ECOSOC consultative status for NGOs and explain which 

NGOs fall under which category 

QUESTION 2: Please take a look at below table to understand how the accreditation status of NGO 

influences its rights. If you were the representative of an NGO with roster status what would you need 

to do (1) if you want to see a certain item taken up in the agenda of ECOCOC and (2) if you want to 

circulate a statement at a meeting of an ECOSOC subsidiary body? 

  General Special Roster 

Relevance to the work of ECOSOC All areas Some areas Limited 

Are in consultative status with ECOSOC    

Attend UN meetings    

Designate UN representatives    

Invited to UN International Conferences    

Propose items for ECOSOC agenda  

  
Circulate statements at ECOSOC meetings 2000 words 500 words 

 
Can speak at ECOSOC  

  
Circulate statements at ECOSOC subsidiary bodies' meetings 2000 words 1500 words 

 
Can speak at ECOSOC subsidiary bodies' meetings   

 
Must submit quadrennial reports   

 
 

Source: NGO Department of the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs, FAQs 

http://www.un.org/esa/coordination/ngo/faq.htm 

Before a state can fully participate in a UN meeting, it first has to join the UN as an official UN 

Member State (and there is currently no officially recognized state in the world which is not a 

member of the UN). Equally, before an NGO can participate at a UN meeting it first needs to 

be accredited at the UN. Even though YDs are government delegates, not NGO 

representatives, they cooperate closely with a number of NGOs while they are in New York. 

Thus you need to know how these NGOs are affiliated with the UN. 
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QUESTION 3: Just a reminder: negotiations happen at informal consultations, speeches and votes 

happen at formal sessions. The above table refers to formal sessions – in principle NGOs do not have 

any rights (most of the time not even the right of attendance) at informal consultations. Why do you 

think the UN Member States (governments) designed the rules this way? What are the advantages and 

disadvantages? 

 

QUESTION 4: Many NGOs with ECOSOC consultative status have joined up in an umbrella, the 

Conference of NGOs in Consultative Relationship with the United Nations (CONGO). Please give a short 

summary of what CONGO does (research hint: http://www.ngocongo.org/index.php?what=about) 

 

QUESTION 5: Please explain how youth NGOs can work through CONGO (research hint: p. 45 – 46 Guide 

for Youth NGOs at UN Meetings) 

 

QUESTION 6: Please research the NGO Database of the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs 

for NGOs from your country: 

http://esango.un.org/civilsociety/displayAdvancedSearch.do?method=search&sessionCheck=false >> 

select your country >> click “search” at the bottom of the page 

 

 

 

The database contains (1) NGOs accredited at ECOSOC (General, Special, Roster) and (2) NGOs which 

participated in another UN meeting (usually world summits/ world conferences such as the Rio Earth 

Summit in 1992). Please make two tables with NGOs listed from your country. To find out whether an 

NGO is a member of CONGO please check http://www.ngocongo.org/index.php?what=mypage. Please 

make two tables as depicted below: 
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NGOs in my country with ECOSOC consultative status 

 

 

NGOs from my country which participated in UN meetings  

 

 

 

 

 

DPI association – please read p. 19 

 QUESTION 7: What does UNDPI stand for? What does DPI association mean? Is DPI association relevant 

for an NGO wishing to attend a UN meeting? 

 

Type of status Name of the NGO Website of the 

NGO 

Member of CONGO? 

(Full member/ 

associate member/ 

no) 

General    

    

Special    

    

Roster    

    

Name of the meeting Name of the NGO Website 

   

   

   

   

   

The NGOs you list in above tables may turn out to be very useful cooperation partners for your 

UNYD programme – either as institutional partners or as organizations supporting the YD 

campaign events or simply as organizations giving you advice. 
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Treaties 

 

 

 

 

QUESTION 8: Please take a look at the list of multilateral treaties: 

http://www.un.org/millennium/law/titles.htm. Please define the term multilateral treaty (research hint: 

look under “convention” in the Glossary of the Guide for Youth NGOs at UN Meetings) 

QUESTION 9: What is the difference between a bilateral treaty and a multilateral treaty? 

QUESTION 10: What is the most important difference between a resolution and a treaty? 

 

 

QUESTION 11: Is the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant 

on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights legally binding? 

 

 

 

 

 

QUESTION 12: Is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights legally binding? 

 

 

 

 

Please note: a declaration is formally a resolution. The reason why it is called “declaration” is to 

give the resolution more political weight.  

Legally binding has meaning on two levels: once a country has ratified a multilateral treaty, 

the state is internationally bound to it (meaning vis-à-vis other states). At the same time, the 

treaty becomes national law (in continental Europe the national parliament passes a 

“transformation” law) and thus the state is nationally bound to it (meaning vis-à-vis its 

citizens). 

The work of UN Youth Delegates in New York focuses on Resolutions, not treaties. Yet many 

resolutions build on relevant treaties and refer to them in their preambles. Thus before we 

move on, we want to clarify the term treaty. Please note: convention, treaty and covenant are 

three words that mean exactly the same thing. 
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Third Committee of the General Assembly (GA 3
rd

) 

In order to answer the following questions, please read p. 9 and 10 of the Guide for Youth NGOs at UN 

meetings (download at http://startingunydprograms.wordpress.com/resources). 

QUESTION 13: If your country is going to send YDs to the GA, which time of the year (1 – 3 weeks) 

should they plan to be in New York? Why? 

 

QUESTION 14: Please take another look at the 15 WPAY priority areas, grouped into three clusters: 

http://www.unyouth.com/index.php/youth-programm-wpay - thinking ahead to future negotiations, 

which priority areas do you think are the most important for youth in your region? In contrast, which do 

you think are the most important for youth in the world’s least developed countries? 

 

 

 

 

 

QUESTION 15: The resolution “Policies and Programmes Involving Youth” builds on WPAY and is passed 

every two years by the GA: 2005, 2007, 2009, 2011 etc. Which type of resolutions will UNYDs attending 

the GA in 2012, 2014, 2016 focus on? 

 

QUESTION 16: Has your country ratified the 8 core conventions of the International Labour Organization 

(ILO)? (research hint: http://www.ilo.org/ilolex/english/docs/declworld.htm) 

 

 

 

 

 

You may have read of a „supplement“ to WPAY. This is easily explained: WPAY was originally 

passed in 1995 and included only 10 priority areas. 5 more were added in an annex to 

Resolution A/RES/62/126 by the General Assembly – this annex is called the “supplement”. 

The new topics were Globalization, Information and Communications Technology (ICT), 

HIV/AIDS, Armed Conflict, Intergenerational Issues. You can find the supplement at 

http://www.unyouth.com/images/documents/62-126.pdf. Today when we speak of WPAY 

we mean all 15 priority areas. 
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QUESTION 17: Please read up on goals and targets developed in recent years with regard to WPAY: 

http://www.unyouth.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=104&Itemid=83 What is 

the point of developing goals and targets?  

 

QUESTION 18: Please take a look at the goals, targets and indicators (as developed in a report by the UN 

Secretary-General and later adopted by ECOSOC and the GA) for the first cluster of WPAY priority areas 

Youth in the Global Economy: http://www.unyouth.com/images/documents/goalsandtargets.pdf pages 

5 - 6. One of your main roles as UNYDs will be to check on domestic implementation of these goals and 

targets in your country. Of the 5 priority areas in the clusters, which priority area would you chose for 

the 1
st

 programme year? Which government bodies would you contact for information and statistics? 

Which NGOs would you cooperate with? 

 

 

 

 

 

In principle, WPAY is a great document. It seems like the UN Member States have already 

agreed on everything there was to agree. Why does the world need more youth resolutions? 

The youth resolutions are a follow-up mechanism to WPAY. The basic idea is to check on 

member states’ performance with domestic implementation. Domestic implementation 

means that parliament and government of a country (1) pass material laws (for example 

making secondary school mandatory), (2) take budgetary decisions (for example a decision 

to accord more money to cultural youth events) and/ or (3) take administrative measures 

(for example building new schools), so that the situation of young people improves in line 

with the commitments contained in WPAY. 
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ECOSOC Commission on Social Development 

(CSocD) 

 

 

 

 

QUESTION 19: Please look up “UN World Conference” in the glossary of the Guide for Youth NGOs at UN 

Meetings. What are the different names of summit outcome documents?  

 

In order to answer the following questions, please read p. 10 and 11 of the Guide for Youth NGOs at 

UN meetings (download at http://startingunydprograms.wordpress.com/resources). 

QUESTION 20: The work of CSocD is closely related with a UN world summit. What was the name of the 

original summit, when did it take place and what is the name of the summit outcome document? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since the end of the cold war, the UN has held a series of major UN World Conferences/ 

World Summits. Summits are special meetings focusing on one large, specific topic. They take 

place outside of the normal framework of UN sessions. They are often attended by very high-

ranking delegations (sometimes heads of states or ministers), thousands of NGOs and receive 

extremely widespread media coverage and international press attention. 

CSocD is central to the follow-up process to Copenhagen. A Follow-up process is necessary 

so that Member States don’t forget their promises as set forward in the Copenhagen 

Declaration. Simply put: Spending all the time, money and hard work to hold a huge, 

international summit and negotiate an outcome document only makes sense if there is a 

mechanism in place that makes sure the outcome document is not forgotten afterwards. 

Thus Member States come together in the framework of CSocD every year, discussing the 

progress they have made with domestic implementation of the Copenhagen Declaration 

(and similar resolutions).  

Domestic implementation means that parliament and government of a country (1) pass 

material laws (for example a law to combat exclusion of Roma), (2) take budgetary 

decisions (for example a decision to accord more money to social welfare) or (3) take 

administrative measures (for example modernizing health care centres), so that the social 

development situation improves in line with the commitments contained in the 

Copenhagen Declaration. 
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QUESTION 21: The follow-up process of CSocD is made up of review sessions (evaluating what has been 

done) and policy sessions (discussing what still needs to be done). In the policy year, what are the two 

possible outcome documents called? Which one is stronger? Why do you think the stronger form is 

sometimes not achieved? 

 

 

 

 

 

QUESTION 22: Please look up the term review session in the glossary of the Guide for Youth NGOs at UN 

Meetings. In terms of procedure, what is the main difference to the policy session? Is this good or bad 

for the participation of NGOs? How are results summarized? 

 

QUESTION 23: Please follow the instructions on p. 11 of the Guide to look at the organization of work of 

CSocD. Will CSocD hold a review session or a policy session in 2012? What is the priority theme of the 

two-year cycle?  

 

QUESTION 24: The second world summit very important for the work of CSocD was the Millenium 

Summit in 2000. Which was the outcome document: the Millenium Declaration or the Millenium 

Development Goals? 

QUESTION 25: Please google and list the Millenium Development Goals (MDGs). Who designed them? 

QUESTION 26: What is the Millenium Campaign? 

 

 

 

 

QUESTION 27: Was your country serving a term on CSocD in 2011 (i.e. was it a member of CSocD in 

2011)? If so, when does its term expire? (Research hint: 

http://social.un.org/index/CommissionforSocialDevelopment.aspx > Sessions > 2011 > Current 

Membership) 

Please note:  When the CSocD resolutions/ agreed conclusions (passed in March) contain a 

part on youth, this is usually the basis of the draft resolution Policies and Programmes 

Involving Youth as dealt with by GA3rd (in October). This is why some countries send their 

Youth Delegates to both the Commission on Social Development and the General Assembly. 

All 193 UN Member States are represented in the GA, including GA 3
rd

. Only 46 of them are 

represented in CSocD, alternating by election. The delegation of your country (and that 

includes your Youth Delegates) can only attend CSocD if your country is currently a member of 

this body.  
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ECOSOC Commission on Sustainable Development 

(CSustD/ CSD) 

In order to answer the following questions, please read p. 13 - 15 of the Guide for Youth NGOs at UN 

meetings (download at http://startingunydprograms.wordpress.com/resources). 

QUESTION 28: Since 1992, CSD is likewise tasked with the follow-up process of a major UN summit, 

regularly checking on progress made with domestic implementation of the summit outcome document. 

What was the official name of the original summit? How is it more commonly known? When did it take 

place and what is the name of its original outcome document? 

QUESTION 29: What is a major group and which one is relevant for UN Youth Delegates? 

QUESTION 30: Why does it make sense for UN Youth Delegates to attend a review session of CSD, even 

if there is no outcome document?  

QUESTION 31: What is the outcome document in policy years of CSD called? 

QUESTION 32: The year 2012 will bring about one of the largest UN world summits in recent history: 

Rio+20, i.e. a summit taking place exactly 20 years after the first major summit on sustainable 

development, again in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Please google the aims of the summit (research hint 

http://www.uncsd2012.org/rio20/index.php?menu=17) 

QUESTION 33: Was your country a member of CSD in 2011? If so, when does its term expire? (Research 

hint: http://www.un.org/esa/dsd/csd/csd_csd19.shtml > Member States)  

 

 

 

 

Should you decide to focus your UNYD programme on CSD the Ministry of Environment will be 

one of your key cooperation partners. 
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The negotiation process in New York 

UN Secretariat 

QUESTION 34: Please look up “United Nations Secretariat” in the glossary of the Guide for Youth NGOs 

at UN Meetings. Which services does the UN Secretariat provide at UN meetings? 

 

QUESTION 35: The UN Secretariat, headed by the UN Secretary-General (SG) is one of the 5 principle 

organs of the UN. Please take a look at its structure (departments: 

http://www.un.org/en/mainbodies/secretariat/). Try to remember the abbreviations of some the 

departments. What does DESA stand for, what does DPI stand for? 

 

 

 

 

QUESTION 36: Please take a look at the UN System Chart: 

http://www.un.org/en/aboutun/structure/pdfs/un_system_chart_colour_sm.pdf - the departments of 

the UN Secretariat can be found at the very bottom (light orange box). Please take a look at the large list 

of Programmes and Funds (grey box at the top) and Specialized Agencies (light blue box on the right) – 

these organizations have secretariats of their own, they are not administered by the UN Secretariat. Just 

by looking at the UN System chart, do you see a need to reform the UN System? Why or why not? 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to answer the following question, please refer to the Guide for Youth NGOs at UN meetings 

Key Rule – p. 7 

QUESTION 37: What is the key rule for Youth Delegates or Youth NGOs participating in UN meetings, if 

they want to be successful? Why do you think this key rule is so important? Along these lines, how do 

Congratulations. You have worked your way through a large bulk of background information. 

You are now ready for the juicy details :) While reading, please keep in mind that the Guide for 

Youth NGOs at UN Meetings was primarily written for youth NGOs and thus explains things 

from their perspective. 

Many resolutions in their operative clauses commission „the Secretary-General“ to write a 

report on a specific issue. Of course, Mr. Ban Ki Moon very rarely writes these reports in 

person, he gives the task to the staff in one of his departments. 
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the organizers of the workshop “How to Establish UN Youth Delegate Programmes” serve their own 

interests by holding such a training? 

 

About Outcome Document Negotiations - p. 35 - 38  

QUESTION 38: Please make sure you have a clear understanding of the meaning of the following terms: 

sponsor, regional group, zero draft, daily journal, informal consultations, staff member of the 

secretariat, facilitator, revised draft, amending a paragraph, agreed paragraph (“agreed”), ad 

referendum (“ad ref”), concessions, informal informals, formal adoption, formal session, plenary, 

consensus – if you are unsure of any of them, please read the text again or look them up in the Glossary 

of the Guide (the terms marked* are contained in the glossary). 

 

 

Cooperation between Youth Delegates and youth NGOs - p. 50 – 52 (Section “Work 

with the Official Youth Delegates” 

QUESTION 39: Please think back to the list of ICMYO members in Research Task 4. This is where they 

become important. The members of ICMYO are among the largest and most influential INGYOs in the 

world and as a general rule each of them has long-standing ECOSOC consultative status. Considering the 

national partners of your UNYD programme - which organization will want you as YDs to cooperate with 

these INGYOs? Why? What are the benefits of such a cooperation for both sides?   

 

 

Tips on Giving Meaningful Input - p. 70 - 77  

QUESTION 40: Please make sure you have a clear understanding of the meaning of the following terms: 

countries’ position, supporters, skeptics, opinion leaders, actors map, score card, regional groups’ 

speakers, concrete wording proposal  – if you are unsure of any of them, please read the text again or 

look them up in the Glossary of the Guide (the terms marked* are contained in the glossary). 

 

QUESTION 41: Please formulate at least 10 specific questions to the German UN Youth Delegates 2011 

about their work in New York. They can relate to the drafting process, informal consultations, the 

negotiation process in general, future goals and targets to be developed for WPAY (clusters 2 and 3), the 

work at CSocD in March 2011, the resolution Policies and Programmes Involving Youth passed by GA 3
rd
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in October 2011, challenges faced, blocs of states, group dynamics, the position of the European Union, 

the YDs relations to their Permanent Mission, how much freedom they have, how active they are during 

informal consultations, cooperation with youth NGOs etc. etc. The Youth Delegates will gladly answer 

your questions at the workshop. This is your once in-a-lifetime opportunity to get a personal insight into 

the most recent development in UN youth policy before you start designing your own programme :) 

 

Other activities (such as side event and youth newsletter) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While in New York UN Youth Delegate engage in many more activities besides negotiations. 

Most importantly: 

- the YDs cooperate in organizing a side event: for more information you can read p. 

65 to 70 of the Guide for Youth NGOs at UN Meetings 

-  the YDs cooperate in writing youth newsletters: for a recent example see 

http://www.jugenddelegierte.de/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/YD-Newsletter-GA-

2010-3.pdf 

After you have managed to convince your government of a UNYD pilot year, we strongly 

advise you read the entire Guide for Youth NGOs at UN Meetings. However, for now, we 

think you’ve learnt enough fun facts on UN Youth Delegate Programmes to start with :P 


